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Abstract—Companies are ready to outsource their business
process to the cloud to enjoy its benefits. However they must be
sure that their business know-how is preserved. Although some
solutions already exist and consist in splitting the model into
a collaboration of BP fragments for a deployment in a muti-
cloud context, none of them takes into account the possibility of
collusion between the clouds executing the different fragments. To
address this issue, we propose in this paper a solution consisting
in adding fake BP fragments at specific locations in the process,
so as to complicate its structure and hide the direct interaction
between clouds executing sensitive fragments. Therefore, the
discovery of the process by malicious cloud providers is delayed.
The approach is validated against an introduced metric. It
demonstrates that our approach is better in the worst case than
previous approaches in best cases.

Index terms— Fake Fragments, Security Risk Manage-
ment, Cloud Collusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has emerged as a technology that has
revolutionized the world of the internet. It avoids upfront
infrastructure costs, and helps organizations to focus on their
core business activities, instead of their system infrastructure.

In this context, companies are ready to outsource their
business processes (BP) to the cloud in order to enjoy its ben-
efits. However, the new security risks introduced by the cloud
exposes the know-how of business activities, and ensuring the
privacy of those organizations is becoming a great challenge.

One way for companies to prevent risks is to deploy their
processes in a multi-cloud context by splitting their process
models at premises, so that externalized BP fragments do not
allow understanding critical parts of the business process and
even less the whole process. This is connected to the idea of
program obfuscation that makes code harder to understand for
preventing code plagiarism.

In [12] we have proposed a design time approach for
transforming a BP model into BP fragments, so that these BP
fragments externalized in a multi-cloud context do not allow
a cloud provider alone to understand a company know-how
critical fragment.

However, this work provides mainly active support against
one malicious cloud at a time, but does not explicitly address
the risk of conspiracy of several malicious cloud providers,
which could combine their local knowledge of the process
model to discover larger critical know-how (even if neverthe-
less the simple splitting of a process renders such a conspiracy
more difficult).

The objective of the work described in this paper is, based
on the work in [12], to go one step further and to provide a
more active support for struggling the conspiracy of several
malicious cloud providers.

The approach is to increase the obfuscation level of BP
models by introducing fake BP fragments in the BP model
splitting algorithm in such a way that these fragments extend
the number and length of paths between sensitive fragments,
rendering malicious cloud collusion more difficult.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next
section explains our motivations, the context and the objective
of this work. Section III presents our obfuscation methodology
based on fake fragments. Section IV proposes metrics to
take into account the introduced obfuscation artifacts. Section
V evaluates our approach using these metrics. Section VI
discusses the state of the art and finally section VII concludes
and introduces some future work.

II. MOTIVATIONS, CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVE OF WORK

This section starts with a motivating example. Then, as this
work comes ahead of previous ones, it situates its context
and remind the necessary definitions. Finally, we refine our
objective and approach.

A. Motivating example
Fig. 1 depicts a loan process in a bank which objective is

to accept or reject a loan request. Depending on the customer
history and other parameters (loan amount . . . ), the loan is
treated in different ways. In all cases, the risk of the loan is
evaluated, but the loan request can be either directly accepted
or rejected. At any point in the process the hierarchy can
directly intervene. The final decision is taken depending on
the loan request treatment and the hierarchy validation.
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Fig. 2. The Loan Process as a collaboration of fragments (taking into account sensitivity of fragments)

The bank is ready to use cloud resources. However, it needs
to be in confidence with its cloud providers, and especially to
be sure that its strategy for directly accepting or rejecting a
loan will not be disclosed. In the same way, it does not want
to disclose how the hierarchy intervenes in the process and
how the final decision is taken. One way for reaching this
objective is to anticipate problems before they occur and the
bank is ready to make some preliminary work in this direction.

For mitigating risks, the bank can obfuscate its BP by
transforming its BP model using the principles and the
methodology introduced in [14] and in [12] overviewed in
the next section.

In addition, and it is the purpose of this paper, it can add
nonfunctional fake BP fragments which role is to increase BP
collaboration model complexity and BP obfuscation level, and
to catch malicious behavior of providers.

B. BP model obfuscation

The objective of the obfuscation activity is to preserve the
know-how formalized in BP models from the malicious clouds
involved in the BP execution

While very few work has been done on this topic, we
have proposed in [14] a general methodology for BP model
obfuscation and in [12] an automated approach for splitting
a BP model in a collaboration of BP fragments with the
objective to support managers in the obfuscation task. They
are overviewed below.

1) A General methodology for BP obfuscation: The prin-
ciples are listed below; for more see [14]:

• Retain sensitive data and logic at premises. For example,
in the Loan process example, designers can decide to
maintain at premises Check Customer Credit and Final
Decision tasks that contain important know-how.

• Split BP logic into several BP fragment logics: Another
intuitive mean is to split the BP logic in several fragments
and to distribute them to different cloud providers so-
that a cloud provider has only a partial view of the
whole logic. To maintain the semantic of the initial logic,
these fragments are then weaved together to form a BP
fragments collaboration (activities send and receive are
used to manage communications between fragments and
to support process fragments weaving).

• Add non-functional logic: Adding useless code in a
program is a mean used by programmers for obfuscating
it. In the same objective, useless BP fragments can be
added. In this direction, we understood also that some
service logic added for non-functional purpose (security,
replication for verification, . . . ) has also the property to
increase the complexity of BP logic understanding.

• Obfuscate data: Data obfuscation is also largely used to
obfuscate programs. Data cryptography and anonymiza-
tion can be used to obfuscate process data. In the Loan
process example, anonymizing customer information ac-
count when possible is a way to render the strategy of
the bank for loan management more difficult to discover.

• Separate logic and data: The idea there is to store the
logic and its related data in different places so that a



cloud cannot mine some links between data and logic by
analyzing logic and data storage.

• Split cases between clouds: The objective is to split the
process cases (instances) between the different clouds so
that none of the clouds has enough data to mine the
process logic (the number of different cases necessary
to mine a BP model is easily calculable [20]).

The work described in this paper is mainly concerned with
“Split BP logic into several BP fragment logics” and “Add
non-functional logic” principles. Basically, the idea is to add
fake BP fragments in the BP splitting activity.

2) BP splitting automation: The work in [14] remains at
a methodological level and supposes that splitting decisions
are taken “manually” by informed designers. In [12], we go
one step further by proposing an algorithm for automating the
splitting of a BP logic into several BP fragment logics.

Of course, one way to manage BP logic splitting is to
generate aleatory collaborations, but, on the one hand, a first
problem is to be able to choose a good collaboration in a large
solution set, and on the other hand, if managers want supports
in this activity, they want also that the generated collaboration
remains readable to them, what risks not to be the case of an
aleatory generation.

In [12], we propose an approach for automating the splitting
of a BP logic into several BP fragment logics which maintain
some readability of the collaboration model as it rests on
a BPMN1 modelling principle: to assign the more sensitive
fragments to different clouds.

And the question turned in: how to automatically identify
these more sensitive fragments? We identified that the more
sensitive information of a process are genrally located in
some specific BP fragments where important decisions and
syntheses are made (see figure 3). Intuitively, decisions are
taken in the fragments (blocks) preceding (x)or-split gateways
triggering alternatives fragments. Respectively, syntheses are
done in the fragments succeeding and-join gateways syn-
chronizing several flows executing in parallel. In addition
decisions and syntheses fragments are often complemented by
an activity in the fragment following the (x)or-join gateway
closing the opening (x)or-split (our algorithm supposes well-
structured process ([18]), and syntheses are often prepared
in the fragment preceding the opening and-split gateway
corresponding to the closing and-join gateway: we consider
that these complementing fragments are also often sensitive.
In addition, decisions are implicitly existing in, and thus can
be mined from, the flows arising from the corresponding (x)or-
split gateway (called alternative fragments in the following).

These fragments (decision, decision complementing,
synthesis and synthesis complementing,
alternative fragment), once identified, are assigned
to different clouds.

This algorithm is described in detail in [12]. Applied to our
motivating example, it generates the collaboration described

1In all this work, we use BPMN (Business Process Modelling Notation)
for modelling process (www.bpmn.org)

in figure 2.
3) BP model obfuscation metric: To validate this work by

comparing the solution generated by our algorithm to other
solutions, we have developed a metric for measuring the level
of obfuscation of a collaboration.

In a first approach, we have considered that the level
of obfuscation of a BP model is directly correlated to the
complexity of its logic: the more it is complex and the more
it is obfuscated. As very few complexity metrics of BP models
exist and as we were not able to find an existing obfuscation
metric for collaborations, we have developed ours, described
and justified in [1].

This metric is based on the Interface Complexity metric2 [5]
developed to evaluate the complexity of a BP logic . We
calculated the complexity of a collaboration (CCOM) as
follows:

CCOM = NoC ×
∏
i

(mess ini ×mess outi)
2

(1)

Where:
• NoC is the number of clouds
• mess ini the number of input messages of the ith

fragment
• mess outi the number of output messages of the ith

fragment

C. Objective and approach of the current work

While our previous work provides active support against one
malicious cloud at a time, it does not directly addresses the
risk of conspiracy of several malicious cloud providers, which
could combine their local knowledge of the process model
to discover larger critical know-how (even if nevertheless the
splitting of a process renders such a conspiracy more difficult).

The objective of the work described in this paper is to
provide a more active support for struggling the conspiracy
of several malicious cloud providers.

Specifically, we are concerned with the case of collu-
sion between some of the clouds executing sensitive frag-
ments, i.e. decision, decision complementing, synthesis,
synthesis complementing, and alternative fragment, vi-
olating therefore our separation principle. In this objective, our
strategy is to increase the difficulty for a cloud provider to un-
derstand who the provider(s) with complementing knowledge
is (are).

Our approach consists in inserting in strategic points of a
BP collaboration fake fragments to:

1) increase the number of possible paths between comple-
menting sensitive fragments

2) increase the length of paths separating complementing
sensitive fragments.

This approach implies cloud interactions to build a collusion,
and respectively decreases for a malicious cloud, the likelihood
of selecting quickly a path towards complementing fragments.

2Interface Complexity Metric: IC = Length × (number of inputs ×
number of outputs)2 where Length is the number of possible paths of the
activity



Before going later, we must underline that this does not
completely prevent the collusion of malicious clouds, but
it renders much harder and greatly delays such a collusion
success.

This approach is deepened in the next section.

III. USING FAKE BP FRAGMENTS AS AN OBFUSCATION
AND SECURITY MECHANISM

This section is organized around the three following ques-
tions:
• when to insert fake fragments?
• where to insert them?
• how to deploy them in a multi-cloud?

A. When to consider fake fragments?

More precisely, the question is: do we add fake fragments
in the initial BP logic before it is split? Or do we add them
directly in the BP fragments collaboration resulting from the
initial obfuscation of this first model? Back to our example,
do we insert them in the model in figure 1 or in its obfuscated
version in figure 2?

Our choice is to insert fake fragments as tasks in the initial
BP logic, for the following reasons:
• If inserting such fragments can be almost completely

automatized, operating at the BP logic level allows de-
signers to maintain some control if they want,

• If, as developed below, preventing a coalition is mainly
related to interaction between clouds deploying sensitive
fragments, this can be managed at an abstract level
with, on the one hand, a kind of design patterns (see
section III-B) and, on the other hand, deployment rules
imposed to fake and sensitive fragments (see III-C).

B. Where to insert fake fragments?
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The main principles are:
• The fragments with the more sensitive information are,

on the one hand the fragments to protect in first place,
but also the fragments to control most actively because
the more dangerous if their hosting clouds turn to be
malicious.

• As a consequence, we must increase the difficulty for
clouds managing complementing sensitive fragments to
form a coalition by increasing the length of the paths
between them, and the number of such paths.

In this objective, we have abstracted the following patterns:
a) Fake fragment pattern:

Add a fake fragment at the beginning and the end of each path
between a (X)OR-split (respectively And-Split) and the clos-
ing (X)-OR join (respectively And-join) gateway to increase
decisions (respectively synthesis) protection (see figure 4).

b) Fake path pattern:
Add a new fake alternative between each (X)OR-split and its
(X)-OR join (see figure 4-b).

Applying these patterns is not mandatory: as fake fragments
do not change the semantics of the collaboration with regards
to the business, they can be added in any place. However,
inserting fake fragments as preconized asserts an optimized
distribution with regards to an aleatory distribution with the
same number of fragments: in terms of cost, it allows to better
cover the different paths and, in term of security, it better
reduces risks.

Applying these patterns, figure 5 represents our motivating
example of figure 1 after inserting fake fragments in the BP
logic.

C. How to deploy fake fragments?

More precisely, the question is: to which clouds to assign
fake fragments?

Indeed, our deployment process is governed by functional
(service provisioning . . . ) and non-functional (cost, security
risk, performance . . . ) constraints [12]. Especially, one generic
security constraint is to assign sensitive fragments to different
clouds. In fact, taking into account the management of fake
fragments generates additional constraints which must be
consistent with the previous constraints.

Taking into account this context, we recommend:
• To separate fake fragments and sensitive fragments in

different clouds
• In the ideal (no other functional and nonfunctional con-

straints), to assign the different fake fragments to different
clouds.

• In case of functional and nonfunctional constraints, to
priviledge as much as possible

– the assignment to different clouds of the fake frag-
ments on the same path between two sensitive frag-
ments ,

– the assignment to different clouds of a sensitive frag-
ment and the fake fragment which directly precedes
or follows it
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Figure 6 represents a deployment of our motivating example
after applying these rules. As seen, compared to the deploy-
ment of figure 2, it allows to complexify the interaction linking
sensitive fragments, resulting in longer paths separating them.
Therefore, if a cloud deploying a sensitive fragment turns to
be malicious, it needs more cloud interactions to collude.

IV. OBFUSCATION METRIC

A. Introduction

The objective of this section is to evaluate the impact of
introducing fake fragments on business process obfuscation.

A first question is which metric to use? We have decided:
• to hold our initial metric measuring a BP collaboration

model complexity introduced in section II-B3,
• to add a new metric for measuring the collusion complex-

ity of a BP, or how it is complex for cloud providers to
form a coalition (see section IV-B).

Of course a question that arises at this point is why two
metrics and not just one? And what is the position of each
metric with regards to the other?

Clearly, adding fake fragments increases the BP collabo-
ration model as it increases the NoC (number of clouds),
mess ini (number of receive messages) and mess outi
(number of send messages) factors.

As such one could content itself with this only metric.
However, BP model complexity does not take into account
that we want to increase this complexity on special paths, i.e.
between sensitive fragments. It is why we have introduced
the collusion complexity metric measuring the length of paths
between sensitive fragments as a quantity of work to do by
cloud providers to collude.

We had also a reflection about how to combine these two
metrics in one, but on the one hand it was not clear how to
integrate the notion of a sensitive fragment in our initial BP
model complexity metric, and on the other hand, given the
context, one could be interested in comparing BP deployment
solution with this two metrics, in a Pareto style (just comparing
solutions that dominate others with regards to the first or the
second metric [6]).

B. Collusion complexity metric

In fact, the Collusion complexity metric is a
collection of three metrics: AverageLengthCoalition,
LongestLengthCoalition and ShortestLengthCoalition.

It allows also to refine the comparison of different solutions
while giving to designers more decision information.

a) definition 1 AverageLengthCoalition: is a metric of
the average effort a malicious cloud has to do for establishing
a collusion between two sensitive fragments of the deployed
BP.

AverageLengthCoalition = AV G(LPCi)∀i∈P (2)

with:

P : the set of all paths linking sensitive fragments.

AV G: The function average that returns the average length
of a coalition.
LPCi: the number of clouds on path i of P.

b) definition 2 LongestLengthCoalition: is a metric of
the more important effort a malicious cloud has to do for
establishing a collusion between two sensitive fragments of
the deployed BP.

LongestLengthCoalition = Max(LPCi)∀i∈P (3)

Where the Max function returns the maximum of LPCi, i.e.
the longest path between sensitive fragments.

c) definition 3 ShortestLengthCoalition: is a metric of
the less important effort a malicious cloud has to do for
establishing a collusion between two sensitive fragments of
the deployed BP.

ShortestCoalition = Min(LPCi)∀i∈P (4)

Where the Min function returns the minimum of LPCi, i.e.
the shortest path between sensitive fragments.

V. EVALUATION

This section validates our results with regards to the collab-
oration model complexity metric and the collusion complexity
metric.
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A. Experimental environment

All algorithms were coded in java language. All experiments
were performed on an intel (R) Core(TM) i3- 2310M 2.10
GHz running Windows Seven.

B. Experimental settings

To evaluate our approach, we have compared BP collabo-
rations generated in three different ways:
• an aleatory distribution
• by splitting a BP model based on sensitive fragments

separation only
• by splitting a BP model based on sensitive fragments

separation extended with fake fragments (the approach
developed in this paper).

We have supposed that we have no functional and nonfunc-
tional constraints, as their impact is orthogonal to our splitting
nodes (or impact in the same way the three approaches).

In order to validate the correctness of our assumptions, we
generate until 1000 instances of collaborations for each used
business process and for each way of distribution.
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C. Collaboration model complexity

Figure 7 illustrates the complexity of collaboration models
with regards to our three experimentation sets. As forecasted,
the fake mechanism increases model complexity for processes
of more than 14 activities in a linear way.

This confirms as expected that collaboration complexity,
and the obfuscation level obtained by our new approach is
always better than the obfuscation level obtained by a random
partitioning, or a splitting only based on sensitive fragments.

In fact, fake fragments increase, on the one hand, the
number of cloud providers and on the other hand generate
a more important number of exchange messages between the
different fragments of the collaboration, i.e. the factors of the
collaboration model complexity.

We can note an anomaly in figure 7 for a process with 14
activties which has a very simple logic with few decisions and
synthesis, resulting then in a lower obfuscation level.

In fact the obfuscation level of a process does not depend
only on the process length, but also on the structure of the
process (number of gateways, type of the gateways...etc).
Indeed, as our solution is mainly based on protecting against
cloud deloying sensitive fragments (generally preceding or
following a gateway), we add more fake fragments on process
containing more gateways, thereby increasing the number
of cloud providers and exchange messages, resulting then
in a more obfuscated level according to the collaboration
complexity metric.

D. Collusion complexity metric

We report here on the Collusion complexity,
i.e. the difficulty for cloud providers to form a
coalition, using the AverageLengthCoalition metric, the
ShortestLengthCoalition, and the LongestLengthCoalition

metrics introduced above.
Figure 8-a depicts the results of our experiments for the

AverageLengthCoalition metric, which calculates the average
length of the paths between the sensitive fragments of a BP
collaboration model, for the three sets of collaboration models.

Figure 8-b depicts the results of our experiments for the
ShortestLengthCoalition and the LongestLengthCoalition

metrics, which calculate respectively the shortest path for our
new mechanism and the longest path between the sensitive
fragments of a BP collaboration model for the two other sets
of collaboration models.

These results also confirm experimentally our hypotheses.
As seen in figure 8-a, our mechanisms offers always a longer
path seperating sensitive fragments (proportional to the obfus-
cation level) than aleatory distribution and distributions based
on sensitive fragments.

In addition, according to the results of figure 8-b, the
shortest path for our mechanism offers a better obfuscation
level than the longest path of the other ways of distribution.
In other words, the worst case (the more dangerous) with fake
fragments is better than the best case (the less dangerous)
without fake fragments.

VI. STATE OF THE ART

As introduced above, this work is developed in the vein
of [15], [14], but these propositions remain at the level of
principles and methodologies. In [12], we go one step further
by providing a semi-automatic approach for splitting a BP
model into a BP fragments collaboration. However, we do not
directly address the risk of conspiracy of several malicious
cloud providers. This paper addresses this topic by introducing
fake BP fragments in the splitting process.

Directly addressing BP model obfuscation, [11] generates
obfuscated BP models, but with a different purpose (model
sharing and analysis) and techniques which are not adapted
to our context. More related to our work, [3] is interested in
privacy preserving of BP fragment model provenance in the
cloud using statistical techniques, but it is not concerned with
the splitting of BP models into fragments phase.

More closely related to our topic, several works [7], [8], [13]
are concerned with privacy preserving of different properties of
a BP but they apply at the level of BP configuration not at the
design level. Other works are concerned with process model
splitting and process fragments weaving [16], [22], [9] but in
the objective of meeting functional needs, not considering the
privacy dimension.

The idea of a fake fragment is directly inspired from
useless code for obfuscating a software [2], but we are, to
our knowledge, the first using it for supporting the privacy of
a BP collaboration.

Concerning metrics, our reflection has been influenced by
previous work in software engineering for measuring software
components complexity, with a focus on control flow oriented
metrics considering programming in the large, characteristic
of BP models (typically the Mac Cabe Cyclomatic Com-
plexity [17] and the Henry and Kafura Information Flow



metric [19]). Based on this metric and BP oriented, the
Interface Complexity metric [5] has also founded our reflection
and we reuse it as a component of our metric. Different
from the software engineering approach, concerned with soft-
ware structure, the cognitive approach is centered on human
cognitive processes [4]. In this vein, [10] introduces some
measures of BP mode comprehensibility of a BP model using
the Process Structure Tree (PST) representation [21], the same
representation we use in our proper work [12]

VII. CONCLUSION

Preserving the know-how implemented in its processes is of
a major importance before an entreprise can accept to deploy
them in the cloud. In this context, we proposed in this paper
a solution which is considered as being an extension of our
previous work in [12] which provides mainly active support
against one malicious cloud at a time, but does not completely
addresses the risk of conspiracy of several malicious cloud
providers.

As a contribution to this topic, our new mechanism consists
in adding fake BP fragments at specific location in the process,
so as to complicate its structure and hide the direct interaction
between clouds executing sensitive fragments, delaying there-
fore the discovery of the process by malicious cloud providers.

One can consider that adding fake fragments can be a costly
solution. But, on the one hand this can be the price to pay
for the preservation of know-how, and on the other hand
this can be reduced by our recommendations, which managed
strategically fragments deployment.

Regarding future works, we are enhancing our optimization
algorithm to better select a cloud configuration, taking into
consideration the introduction of fake fragments, but in a
complete context, with cost (how fake fragments increase
cost?), performances (how fake fragments decrease perfor-
mance?), risks (how fake fragments decrease security risks?
What requests obfuscation to be quantified and be introduced
in our risk model)... constraints. We are also developing a
mechanism for tracing responsibilities and limiting impact in
case of attack.
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